ABSTRACT The exponential growth of multimodal content in today's competitive business environment leads to a huge volume of unstructured data. Unstructured big data has no particular format or structure and can be in any form, such as text, audio, images, and video. In this paper, we address the challenges of emotion and sentiment modeling due to unstructured big data with different modalities. We first include an up-to-date review on emotion and sentiment modeling including the state-of-the-art techniques. We then propose a new architecture of multimodal emotion and sentiment modeling for big data. The proposed architecture consists of five essential modules: data collection module, multimodal data aggregation module, multimodal data feature extraction module, fusion and decision module, and application module. Novel feature extraction techniques called the divide-and-conquer principal component analysis (Div-ConPCA) and the divide-andconquer linear discriminant analysis (Div-ConLDA) are proposed for the multimodal data feature extraction module in the architecture. The experiments on a multicore machine architecture are performed to validate the performance of the proposed techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's competitive business environment, emotion and sentiment modeling techniques are important tools for businesses to have a measure of consumer feelings towards its services and products, and also how it fares in relation to its competitors. The study by the authors in [1] demonstrated that organizations with strong capabilities in business analytics achieved significant performance growth. With the use of Big data analytics, meaningful insights into customer and product sentiment can be extracted. Big data is a recent phenomenon with the potential to transform and enhance the values of products and services in industry and business. Two categories of Big data can be broadly distinguished: structured and unstructured Big data. Examples of structured Big data are data that resides in relational databases and spreadsheets. Unstructured Big data has no particular format or structure and can be in any form such as text, audio,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Vlad Diaconita. images and video. Forms of data from social media sites, such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, blogs and forum sites are often unstructured. It is estimated that nearly 95% of Big data is unstructured, where a vast portion are in the form of videos [2] . The extraction from unstructured Big data that gives clues to customer emotions and sentiments towards a business product or service remains a very challenging problem. Fig. 1 shows an example of a web blog page that contains different types of modalities (textual, audio, and visual) that gives clues to customer emotions and sentiments towards a business product. The emotion clues are given as annotated labels (e.g. anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise) whereas the sentiment clues are given as polarity labels (e.g. positive, negative, and neutral).
The majority of current research for unstructured Big data focuses on text-based mining techniques. Text-based emotion and sentiment mining are mostly based on natural language processing techniques and researchers have demonstrated some success from extracting sentiment information from news [3] , forums [4] , customer reviews [5] , and social media (Twitter) [6] . Common techniques for text-based mining rely on modeling using a large emotion or sentiment lexicon [7] , and/or using statistical techniques of a large dataset annotated with emotion or polarity labels [8] . The work in [9] demonstrated an emotion lexicon for text-based mining. For example, the word ''appalling'' would be associated with the emotions ''disgust'' and ''fear'', whereas the word ''applause'' would be associated with the emotions ''joy'' and ''surprise''. The existence of these emotion and sentiment lexicons greatly aid the extraction of emotion and sentiment information from text-based data. Emotion models which have been proposed include Tomkins [86] and Ekman models [87] , and Plutchik's wheel of emotions [88] .
In contrast to research for text-based mining which is welladvanced, the mining of emotion and sentiment information from multimodal data like video and speech remains largely unexplored by researchers although some recent contributions have been made [10] , [11] , [34] , [35] . The major difficulty faced is that the emotion and sentiment information available through word associations for text-based data is absent. Thus, emotion and sentiment modeling needs to be classified directly from the contents of the video and speech data. Videos have to be classified directly through facial expression recognition, and speech have to be directly classified through its acoustic features like frequency (pitch), intensity, and duration. Other recent works on multimodal sentiment analysis and emotion recognition can be found in [34] , [35] . The work in [34] focused on improving the classification process for sentiment modeling using a LSTM-based model that enables utterances to capture contextual information from their surroundings in the same video. Linguistic modeling and natural language processing (NLP) approaches have also been proposed. The authors in [89] proposed a linguistic modeling approach utilizing fuzzy linguistic aggregation operators such as LOWA (Linguistic Ordered Weighted Averaging) to accomplish an aggregation of the emotions that synthesizes a set of emotions associated with different sentic levels and activation intensities. The work in [90] proposes a NLP system that takes as input natural language sentences and analyzes them using a keyword-based approach to determine the underlying emotion being conveyed.
The reader is directed to the work in [35] which is a review paper on affective computing for state-of-the-art sentiment and emotion classification methods with the focus on multimodal fusion techniques. Although the areas of emotion and sentiment recognition have received some considerable attention (e.g. works in [10] , [11] , [34] , [35] ) from researchers in recent years, some challenges remain to be satisfactorily addressed. Most traditional approaches focus on the recognition rate performance and are not designed for Big data processing. The unstructured Big data analytics problem to deal with the high volume and multimodalities data is one of these challenges.
The second challenge deals with the research question of how to best combine (i.e. fuse) the emotion and sentiment information from the different multimodal data sources. The third challenge is that traditional emotion and sentiment architecture for data processing and analytics techniques do not scale beyond the data sets. The requirement here is to develop scalable techniques and architectures which can be efficiently implemented on Big data computing platforms. Up to today, this research on multimodal Big data analytics remains an unexplored area by the global research community, and there is an urgent need to address this. This paper addresses the above challenges due to unstructured Big data with different modalities by proposing a new architecture for multimodal emotion and sentiment modeling from unstructured Big data, like the Internet and social networks. An up-to-date review of emotion and sentiment modeling (Section II) is also included in the paper. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the architecture which combines or uses the emotion and sentiment information from different multimodal data sources. The figure shows examples of application specific models for customer satisfaction and product sentiment which could differ for other applications.
The unstructured Big data sources will be obtained from the Internet such as from blogs, forums, customer reviews, news, Twitter, videos, etc. These sources will be deconstructed to form three data spouts: video, audio, and textual spouts, where each spout only contains a single modality type (e.g. video spout will only contain video data). Besides this new architecture, this paper also presents two novel approaches of the divide and conquer feature extraction techniques for Big data analytics. Conventionally, there are two classical feature extraction techniques widely used in the fields of emotion modeling. The two techniques are principal component analysis (PCA) [12] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [13] . PCA finds a subspace of the data that have the maximum variance and projects the input data onto it. LDA is a technique to perform supervised dimensionality reduction while preserving and modeling the discriminatory information for the classes. Traditional PCA and LDA techniques do not scale well for Big data applications. In this paper, the Divide and Conquer PCA (DivCon PCA) and the Divide and Conquer LDA (Div-Con LDA) are proposed for unstructured Big data with multimodalities. Details will be presented in Section III. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section III presents the proposed architecture and its details. Section IV presents feature extraction techniques of Div-Con PCA and Div-Con LDA for unstructured Big data analytics and details of their computation. Experimental results and comparisons on a multicore machine architecture are presented in Section V to validate the approach. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. EMOTION & SENTIMENT MODELLING: A REVIEW
This section presents a summary and review of emotion and sentiment modeling. This review includes the research works for both single and multiple modalities in this field. Table 1 and Table 2 lists some recent and past representative research works on single and multi-modalities emotion and sentiment modeling respectively. Table 1 shows the representative emotion and sentiment modeling works for research on single modalities (text, image, audio, video, and physiological signals) arranged chronologically and Table 2 shows the representative works for research on multiple modalities.
A. TEXT MODALITIES
Some representative works for the text modalities can be found in [36] - [47] . An early work by Pang and Lee [40] in 2008 proposed a method of classifying sentiments in movie reviews through machine learning techniques. The authors proposed three machine learning techniques (naïve Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines (SVM)) for comparisons in terms of performances. Their works showed that the efficiency of machine learning techniques was acceptable for a single modality, with the best and worst performance shown by SVMs and naive Bayes respectively. Another work by [41] used dictionary learning methods to classify Amazon reviews. The work by Luyckx et al. [42] proposed a thresholding approach to multi-label classification of emotion detection in suicide notes. The authors used the 2011 medical NLP challenge database with SVM to classify the text into positive and negative sentiments. Their approach gave an overall performance accuracy of 86.40%. The work by Kherwa et al. [37] proposed to mine opinions from social media sites using the textual data from the constraints of grammatical and lexicon-based data. Their system classifies the sentiments that are extracted polarity-wise as either positive or negative. However, the polarity detection of reviews was found to be categorized too broadly to be useful for product manufacturers or government in gauging responses.
The work in [39] by Guzman et al. proposed a system on analysis of user reviews for Apps. The authors proposed an automated sentiment analysis technique for aggregating the sentiment of a certain feature. Their system gave a precision and recall efficiency of about 0.59 and 0.51 respectively. This work is useful to help apps developers to systematically analyze user opinions on single features and filter irrelevant reviews. However, the approach has limitations in that features that are not mentioned or used frequently are often not detected, hence, the system needs to be enhanced and generalized. The authors in [43] proposed using the SVM to determine sentiments found in social Tweets. Li & Xu [47] proposed the support vector regression (SVR) method on data from microblogging websites.
More recent works using text modalities can be found in [36] , [38] , [45] , [46] . In [36] , the authors proposed a sparse overlapping user lasso model for mining opinions from social reviews. They performed resulting optimization using an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to generate sentiment classification and opinion identification from social reviews of various databases. Their system showed good performances in terms of sentiment classification, opinion identification and decreased running time. However, the drawbacks are: (i) the system is not generalized and can only be used with limited input data, and (ii) the iteration time is not optimum and needs to be reduced further. Hu et al. [46] proposed deep learning methods to classify client reviews on social media (TripAdvisor and Amazon), and showed that their approach could give a high accuracy of 87.50%.
B. IMAGE MODALITIES
Some representative works for the image modalities can be found in [48] - [52] . Frome et al. [52] proposed a deep visual-semantic embedded model using deep neural networks. Their model was then trained to identify visual objects using both labeled image data and unannotated text. This model performed quite well when trained and evaluated to correctly predict object category labels for unseen The authors in [49] proposed a visual data classification where personalized emotion perceptions of images were handled using factors such as visual content, social context, temporal evolution, and location influence. This research also developed a large-scale Flickr image dataset for experimentation and testing. Their proposed method outperformed previous baseline methods of feature extraction. However, some limitations were identified in the modeling of negative emotions with low accuracy. Guntuku et al. [50] proposed a system to model personality traits of users using a collection of images based on user likes on Flickr. This research used a machine learning approach to model the users' personality based on the semantic features extracted from images and achieved average accuracy results of 80%. Recently, an empirical study was recently conducted by Setchi et al. in [51] following a proposed model to validate the approach that the users' experience can be directly linked to specific images used in the model when dealing with a product. Their approach developed novel techniques using image schemas and lexicon-based approaches. However, the used linguistic resources and sentiment analysis techniques were very basic, which is the limitation of this work. Hence, more advanced, sentiment analysis techniques and linguistic resources need to be considered for further enhancement.
C. AUDIO MODALITIES
Sentiment analysis from audio or speech-based data focuses on identifying the emotional or physical state of a person by analyzing their voice. Previous studies in this area have investigated identifying several acoustic features such as intensity, loudness and pitch of the speech signal terms of amplitude and frequency. An early work using the audio modality by Caridakis et al. [56] in 2007 proposed a system of multimodal emotion recognition which focuses on faces, body gesture and speech. The HUMAINE EU-IST project was used in conjunction with a Bayesian classifier to obtain an average accuracy of 80%. Another work by Mairesse et al. [55] performed investigations on short spoken reviews that were collected manually and processed with the openEAR/ openS-MILE toolkit. The sentiments were categorized according to positive and negative reviews with an accuracy of 72.9%. Deng et al. [57] proposed a method for speech emotion recognition using a sparse auto encoder-based feature transfer learning. The FAU Aibo database was used with an artificial neural network module to categorize sentiments in terms of positive and negative.
Two recent works using the audio modality can be found in [53] and [54] . Deb & Dandapat in 2017 proposed a method for speech emotion classification using vowel-like regions (VLRs) and non-vowel-like regions (non-VLRs). The authors employed a region switching based classification technique for the proposed method. Three databases (EMODB, IEMO-CAP and FAU AIBO) were used to test this method with average accuracies of 85.1%, 64.2% and 45.2% respectively. Another recent approach by Sawata et al. [54] proposed using kernel discriminative locality preserving canonical correlation analysis KDLPCCA correlation with electroencephalogram (EEG) features for music classification. The average accuracy of this system for favorite music classification was reported at around 81.4%.
D. VIDEO MODALITIES
Soleymani et al. [60] proposed a technique for video classification using pupillary response and gaze distance. Three affective labels (unpleasant, neutral, and pleasant) were determined through classification of body responses using SVM classifier with radial basis function (RBF) kernel. Xu et al. [61] proposed a method of knowledge transfer for video emotion recognition using the YouTube video datasets. The videos were classified into 8 emotions (anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise and trust) using SVM and convolutional neural network (CNN). Chen et al. [59] proposed a multiple feature fusion for video emotion analysis for the Kohn-Kanada (CK+) and Acted Facial Expression in Wild (AFEW) 4.0 databases. Their system used Histogram of Oriented Gradients from Three Orthogonal Planes (HOG-TOP) and multiple kernel support vector machine (SVM) and achieved an accuracy of 89.6%.
In a recent research work by Zhu et al. [62] , a depression diagnosis method based on deep neural networks was proposed. This work used the AVEC2013 and AVEC2014 databases in conjunction with deep convolutional neutral networks (DCNN) to classify emotions into different ranges of depression severity. Another recent paper by Kaya et al. [63] proposed a video based emotion recognition using deep transfer learning and score fusion. This research used the Emotion Recognition in the Wild (EmotiW) 2015/2016 datasets with DCNN to obtain seven emotion classes (angry, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad and surprise) and achieved an accuracy of 52.11%.
E. PHYSIOLOGICAL MODALITIES
An early work in 1992 by Sinha et al. [65] used physiological signals measured such as heart rate, skin conductance, finger temperature, blood pressure, electro-oculogram, and facial electromyograms to elicit the emotions of neutral, fear, joy, action, sadness, and anger of 27 males participants (ages 21-35). The authors used discriminant function analysis VOLUME 7, 2019 and obtained a classification accuracy of 99% indicating that emotion-specific response pattern (e.g. fear and anger) is accurately differentiable from each other and from the neutral emotion. Another early work by Collet et al. [64] in 1997 used the physiological signals from skin conductance, skin potential, skin resistance, skin blood flow, skin temperature and respiratory frequency and the emotions were distinguished using Friedman variance analysis. The authors performed pairwise statistical comparisons where the six emotions formed 15 pairs. The authors showed that using a combination of skin conductance, skin potential, skin resistance, their approach could distinguish 13 pairs successfully, and using a combination of skin blood flow, skin temperature and respiration, their approach could distinguish 14 emotion pairs successfully. In [66] , the authors used physiological signals (galvanic skin response, heartbeat, respiration, and electrocardiogram) to achieve an overall classification accuracy of 81% through seeding a Fisher Projection with the results of sequential floating forward search.
A research done by Chanel et al. [67] focused on the fusion of EEG and peripheral signals to recognize emotions from the valence-arousal space (calm-neutral, excited-positive and excited-negative). The classifiers used were linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machine (SVM) and the best results were obtained by SVM where an accuracy of 79% was obtained using EEG and 53% using peripheral signal for 3 categories, 76% using EEG and 73% using peripheral signals for 2 categories (excluding positive vs. negative). Another research also done by Chanel et al. [68] assessed the emotion response gathered through physiological signals when participants play a certain game (Tetris). Twenty participants' EEG signals and peripheral signals (skin resistance, blood volume pulse, chest cavity expansion, palmar changes in temperature) were recorded as they played the game. Three classifiers were used on the acquired data which were linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), and a support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The results obtained had an accuracy of around 55% for peripheral features and 48% for EEG features. In a recent study by Tong et al. [69] in 2018, five channel EEG signals and PPG signal were obtained from the DEAP database. The logistic regression algorithm and the Adaboost algorithm were used to classify arousal and valence and the results showed an accuracy of 68% and 66% for arousal and valence respectively.
F. AUDIO AND VIDEO MODALITIES
Some representative works for the audio and video modalities can be found in [59] , [70] - [72] . An early work by Kanluan et al. [72] in 2008 proposed a method for estimating spontaneously expressed emotions in audio-visual data. This research used the audio-visual database recorded from the German TV talk show ''Vera am Mittag'' (VAM) corpus to classify sentiments into three emotion primitive categories as: (i) from negative to positive (valence), (ii) from calm to excited (activation), and (iii) from weak to strong (dominance). Support vector regression (SVR) and decision level fusion were used to achieve an average performance gain of 17.6% and 12.7% over the individual audio and visual emotion estimation respectively. Another research by Nicolaou et al. [71] proposed audio-visual emotion classification method using model level fusion in the likelihood space by integrating facial expression, shoulder and audio cues. The authors collected data from the SAL (Sensitive Artificial Listener) database, and used maximum likelihood classification, hidden markov models (HMM) and support vector machines (SVM) for emotion classification, and achieved a classification accuracy of 94.01%. Another work by Nicolaou et al. [70] proposed a hybrid output-associative fusion method for dimensional and continuous prediction of emotions in valence and arousal space by integrating facial expression, shoulder gesture and audio cues. In this work, the authors used the Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks (BLSTM-NNs) and support vector regression (SVR) for classification and showed that BLSTM-NN outperformed SVR for emotion prediction. A recent work by Chen et al. [59] proposed a multiple feature fusion for video emotion analysis for the Cohn-Kanade (CK+) and Acted Facial Expression in Wild (AFEW) 4.0 databases. The system used Histogram of Oriented Gradients from Tree Orthogonal Planes (HOG-TOP) and multiple kernel SVM to obtain an accuracy of 89.6%.
G. TEXT AND AUDIO MODALITIES
Research works using the text and audio modalities can be found in [10] , [73] - [76] . An earlier work by Paleari and Huet [76] proposed an architecture which extracts affective information from an audio video database. The authors used the eNTERFACE database and extracted the features through Semantic Affect-enhanced MultiMedia Indexing (SAMMI). The features were classified by neural networks (NN) and SVM together with feature and decision level fusion, and showed an average recognition rate of feature fusion and decision fusion of 35% and 40% respectively. The work by Mansoorizadeh and Charkari [77] proposed multimodal emotion recognition from facial expression and speech using asynchronous feature level fusion approach that creates a unified hybrid feature space out of the individual signal measurements. The TMU-EMODB database and eNTERFACE database were used in their research. The audio and video features were extracted with principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discrimination analysis (LDA) respectively. An adaptive classifier with a Kalman filter state estimator was used for classification. The model used both feature and decision level fusion. The feature fusion and decision fusion for the TMU-EMODB database achieved a classification accuracy of 75% and 65% respectively, whereas for the eNTERFACE database the accuracy was 70% and 38%.
Recently, some works by Poria et al. [10] , [74] conducted investigations on multimodal data analysis of text, audio and video using different datasets (YouTube dataset, Multimodal Opinion Utterances Dataset (MOUD), IEMOCAP, International Survey of Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR) and CK++). In their works, combinations of feature and decision level fusion techniques were used. Classifiers used by the authors included the Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) based on multiple kernel learning, distributed time-delayed dependence using DCNN with multiple kernel learning, k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), and SVM.
H. VIDEO AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MODALITIES
Research works using video and physiological modalities can be found in [78] - [81] . In 2008, Bailenson et al. [79] proposed an automated system for real time classification of emotions using facial videos and physiological response. The authors used data from 41 participants watching emotional movies while their facial features, cardiovascular activity, somatic activity, and electrodermal responses were recorded. The data was classified using support vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel and a Logitboost with a decision stump. The results showed that both classifiers performed equally well, with precisions nearing 70% for amusement, 50% for sadness, and 94% for neutral emotions. Another work by Hussain et al. [80] used physiological modalities (electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductivity (SC), and respiration) and video data collected from 20 students (8 males and 12 females) with ages ranging from 18 to 30. Three types of base classifiers (decision trees (J48), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), and support vector machine (SVM)) were used to detect affect in terms of valence and intensity using features from the multichannel physiology and facial video. The KNN classifier exhibited the highest accuracy for physiological modality at 50%, video modality at 60% and fusion of both at 62% for valence. The decision tree classifier exhibited the highest accuracy for both physiological modality at 49% and fusion at 56% with slightly higher accuracy than KNN for video modality at 57% for arousal. The authors also reported that the SVM showed comparatively low accuracy in face data for both valence and arousal.
Chen et al. [78] in 2015 proposed a feature-level fusion approach for emotion recognition from video and physiological data obtained from the DEAP database. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) were used to classify the emotions into arousal and valence. The feature-fusion when compared to decision-fusion obtained better accuracies with 85.63% for arousal and 83.98% for valence. A recent work in 2017 by Zhong et al. [81] used the MAHNOB-HCI database with an AdaBoosted trees classifier and both feature and decision level fusion techniques were investigated. Their results showed an accuracy of 69% and 72% for valence and arousal respectively.
III. ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the details of the proposed architecture of multimodal emotion and sentiment modeling for unstructured Big data. Fig. 3 illustrates the five essential modules 
A. DATA COLLECTION MODULE
The Data Collection Module collects data from different unstructured data sources e.g. web blogs, forums, customer reviews, news, Twitter, videos, etc., from the Internet. These sources will be deconstructed to form three data spouts: video, audio, and textual spouts, where each spout only contains a single modality type (e.g. the video spout will only contain video data). To allow effective data analysis or storage, this module also performs the data integration, data cleaning and data redundancy elimination. It also preprocesses and performs necessary actions, depending on the nature of the data. For data coming from sources with single modality, the process is straightforward and no data separation is required. For data sources with more than one modality, the data will be pre-processed and arranged according to their modalities. This module also has some optional functions. For example, the function which allows the conversion from one modality to another modality. For example, audio or speech signal may go through the process of translating audio/speech data to text data through an automatic speech recognition (ASR) process. The ASR process is not part of the focus of this paper. There are software tools available for the ASR process to convert speech data to text (e.g. Kaldi [14] ). After the data collection and preprocessing in this module have been completed, the processed data is passed to the next module called Multimodal Data Aggregation Module.
B. MULTIMODAL DATA AGGREGATION MODULE
After pre-processing, the data blocks are input into the Multimodal Data Aggregation Module. This module performs data aggregation and organizes the data into blocks for the same modality before performing the data analytics in the next stage. The specific aggregation algorithm in this module is designed to create equal sizes of data blocks for each modality for Big data analytics. Each data block is tagged with an identity based on its source. This allows an individual block to be uniquely identified with its source and modality. This module can be operated in two modes: offline processing mode and online or real-time processing mode. In the offline data processing mode, the data is aggregated and kept in the data center for storage. The stored data can be processed by the Multimodal Data Features Extraction Module in the future. Whereas for the online or real-time processing mode, the pre-processed data will go directly to Multimodal Data Features Extraction Module (discussed in the next sub-section) after data aggregation and organization in the current module. An important consideration in this module is the storage of the Big data which needs to address the volume, velocity and variety challenges associated with the 3V model. The current state-of-the-art in data storage technologies that is capable of handling large amounts of data include distributed file systems (e.g. Hadoop File System (HDFS)), NoSQL and NewSQL databases, and Big data querying platforms. Further details can be found in the survey paper by [91] which presents a comprehensive discussion of Big data storage techniques.
C. MULTIMODAL DATA FEATURES EXTRACTION MODULE
In order to enhance the scalability and computational efficiency of the module architecture, the divide and conquer mechanism in this module plays an essential and fundamental role. This module contains the divide and conquer submodules with their own server to perform efficient processing for each modality by separation and parallel processing of tasks. In this module, the employment of the specific divide and conquer sub-modules would depend on the modality.
Each sub-module aims to extract the target feature(s) e.g. visual features for image, text features for text, audio features for audio signal/speech, or combination of the above features including motion features for video. The feature types selected for processing depends on the modalities and the application scenario. During the divide and conquer mechanism, the modality of the data blocks is used to decide which divide and conquer sub-module is selected. The sub-module has three main functions: divide function, conquer function and customized feature extraction function(s) to target the specific feature(s). The divide function takes an incoming block and divides it into two equal size sub-blocks. Each subblock can then be further divided into another two parts and this process is repeated until all sub-blocks reaches a size threshold. Then the target feature extraction function is called for each sub-block to extract the local features. The feature types to be extracted depends on the application requirements. For emotion modeling, the selection of the features aims to discriminate the different emotion classes. A popular approach follows the Ekman model for six basic emotions (anger, happiness, surprise, disgust, sadness, and fear). For the visual modality, the visual-based emotion recognition efforts are based on discriminating emotional states contained in human facial expressions. Some research works [15] , [16] have shown good performance using a combination of feature extraction techniques using principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), or their variations. For the audio modality, two types of features have been found to be useful for recognizing emotion in speech: prosodic (e.g. pitch, energy), and spectral features (e.g. Mel-scale frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC).
The works by authors in [17] , [18] have demonstrated the usefulness of spectral features for speech emotion recognition. PCA and LDA are then performed on the spectral features. Feature extraction techniques for audio and visual data usually require initial steps of subspace modeling for dimensionality reduction (e.g. PCA) and discriminant analysis (e.g. LDA). These steps have high computational requirements, and the complexity needs to be significantly reduced for practical applications. Thus, the development of feature extraction techniques that are scalable for implementation on Big data computing platforms are highly desired. The new approach of divide-and-conquer strategies for PCA and LDA which have reduced computational requirements and allow for scalability on multicore and distributed computing architectures will be presented in Section IV. The target features are extracted from the data blocks during the divide and conquer mechanism. Finally, the resulted feature block for each input data block will be sent to the next module called Fusion & Decision Module.
D. FUSION AND DECISION MODULE
As discussed in the introduction, the fusion for emotion and sentiment modeling from unstructured Big data remains as a significant challenge. This module consists of two main sub-modules. emotion modeling and sentiment modeling.
The feature blocks from the previous feature extraction module are sent to one of these sub-modules depending on the application. Each module has the function to integrate and fuse the features from different modalities in order to make the decision. The lower-level decision towards using feature-level fusion or decision-level fusion approaches [19] is considered. For the decision-level fusion approach, local decisions based on individual modality feature blocks are made and then combined using a decision fusion module to give a fused decision vector which is then analyzed to produce the final decision. This approach has some advantages. For example, although the features blocks from different modalities may have different representations, the local decisions usually have the same format or representation. Therefore, the fusion of decisions is straightforward and offers scalability in terms of the modalities used in the fusion process. Another advantage is that it allows the use of the most suitable machine learning approaches [20] , [21] to be utilized for each modality. The results from different classifiers are combined at the end of the process using techniques such as rulebased, majority voting, and statistical weighting techniques. Feature-level fusion approaches refer to strategies where the characteristics extracted from different modality feature blocks are combined together using a ''joint vector'' before any classification operations are performed
E. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC MODULE
The Application-specific Module uses as inputs the outputs from the emotion and sentiment sub-modules. Fig 3. shows the architecture for two application-specific models: customer satisfaction analytics (to inform businesses of how a specific customer views the services provided) and product sentiment analytics (to inform businesses of how its products/services are viewed by the general customer base). This involves incorporating empirical studies into the models based on the connection or relationship between customer satisfaction and customer emotion/sentiment. The authors in [22] developed fuzzy rule-based models to relate the customer satisfaction to design attributes. The authors in [23] developed fuzzy techniques to calculate the customer satisfaction index for e-commerce applications. Existing studies to incorporate weighting mechanisms for different emotions/sentiments into the models can then be applied. The weightings for emotions and sentiments for modeling customer satisfaction and product sentiment can be further derived from the information in the available literature. For example, the authors in [24] showed that the ''surprise'' emotion is likely to indicate a positive impact towards the business activities and can then be given a higher weight in the model.
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES FOR UNSTRUCTURED BIG DATA ANALYTICS
In many emotion and sentiment modeling applications, an important step is to perform feature extraction from the contents of the text, audio and video data to extract the important emotion and sentiment cues for classification. VOLUME 7, 2019 These data have no particular format or structure and is termed as unstructured Big data. Two techniques popularly used for emotion modeling are PCA and LDA. The PCA technique finds an orthogonal linear projection or transform that minimizes the mean squared distances from the data points to their lower dimensional projections. PCA does not use the class information for the dimensionality reduction, and as a consequence may not give good classification performance. The LDA technique finds a projection that reduces high dimensional feature vectors from different classes to a lower dimensional feature space to maintain the optimal separation between classes. This is performed by simultaneously minimizing the within-class distance and maximizing the between-class distance using an eigenvector decomposition to the scatter matrices. In the literature, many variations for PCA and LDA techniques can be found. Among these, PCA/QR [25] and LDA/QR [26] are two variations based on QR decompositions. This section presents novel and efficient feature extraction techniques for unstructured Big data analytics. These techniques are termed Divideand-Conquer PCA (Div-ConPCA) and Divide-and-Conquer (Div-ConLDA). The Div-ConLDA builds on our earlier work in [27] . The Div-ConPCA is new and we propose a twostage cascaded divide and conquer PCA-LDA architecture for Big data feature extraction. These approaches replace the full eigenvector decompositions for PCA and LDA with cheaper decompositions on smaller sub-matrices and then recombines the intermediate results to achieve the exact reconstruction as for the full eigenvector decompositions. A significant advantage of the proposed techniques is that the smaller sub-matrices can be computed in parallel to reduce the time complexity making it suitable for parallel implementation on multiple computational units for Big data analytics.
One characteristic in the traditional 3V Big data model is the high velocity of data generation and updating [82] . The reduction in computational time using the proposed Div-ConPCA and Div-ConLDA reduces latency and supports the provision of timely results to users to meet the velocity aspects of Big data information processing. For implementation of PCA on cluster computers, two distributed programming libraries which can be used are Mahout on MapReduce [83] and MLlib on Spark [84] . The MapReduce framework consists of two stages of mappers and reducers. The function of mappers are to execute user functions on different parts of the dataset to produce intermediate results which are directed to the reducers for aggregation to produce the final results. The authors in [85] have carried out experiments on MapReduce and MLlib and showed that the PCA algorithms in the two libraries do not scale well for parallel implementation.
A. INITIALIZATION
Let A = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] R m × n denote n samples in a m-dimensional space having class labels = [ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω n ], where ω [1, 2, . . . , k] and k is the number of classes. The set A can be divided into c subsets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k where A j belongs to class j and consists of n j number of samples. The total number of data samples in A is given by n = c j=1 n j and A 1 ∪ A 2 ∪ . . . ∪ A k = A. The data set is divided into two sets (training set and testing set). The vector C of size 1×n stores the class labels.
B. THE DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER PCA (Div-ConPCA)
The PCA transform matrix φ R m×g performs dimensionality reduction from m-dimensional feature space to g-dimensional feature space. Currently, there are two main approaches for calculating the PCA based on either the covariance-based PCA or the correlation-based PCA. The covariance-based PCA is suitable for multimedia data where the features are measured using identical units. The correlation-based PCA is used for datasets where the features are measured using different units. In the covariance-based PCA, a covariance matrix x = HH T is formed where
. . , a n − µ] where µ is the mean of the data samples in A and is given by µ = 1 n n j=1 a j and H is a column-centered data matrix of full column rank where t = rank(H ). An eigenvector decomposition is performed on the covariance matrix x to extract g eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. The eigenvectors are arranged in descending order to form the PCA transform matrix φ. The PCA/QR proposed by [25] uses QR decompositions to perform the eigenvector decompositions in place of the SVD. Let B = [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ] R g×n denote n samples in a reduced g-dimensional space. The PCA transformation is given by B = φ T (A-µ). The PCA is a reconstructive subspace technique and the original m-dimensional feature space can be reconstructed from the g-dimensional feature space by using the reconstructive transformation given by A = φB + µ. Fig. 4 shows an overview of the Div-ConPCA. The Div-ConPCA uses the two subsets, A 1 and A 2 where each of the datasets contain half of the training samples and is processed by the two Div-PCA modules in parallel. The outputs from the two modules are fused in the Con-PCA module. The pseudocode for Div-ConPCA can be described as shown in Algorithm 1. The symbol µ denote the sample mean of A.
Before presenting the proposed Div-ConLDA in the next section. It is important to know how the two algorithms can be cascaded to form a two-stage feature extraction technique. Fig. 5 shows an overview of this process. Initially, the multidimensional multimedia data is converted to a one-dimensional vector and used as input into the reconstructive PCA subspace module. The class vector contains the true class labels and is only used for the discriminative LDA module.
C. THE DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER LDA (Div-ConLDA)
The LDA transform matrix G ∈ R g×h projects data in the g-dimensional space to the h-dimensional subspace while maintaining the class separation. Let c be the global centroid of the samples in the reduced subspace B, and c j be the centroid of each individual class B j . The total scatter matrix S T R g×g , within-class scatter matrix S W R g×g , and between-class scatter matrix S B R g×g are given by,
The total scatter matrix is then given by,
The objective function of LDA/QR is shown in Eq. (5), where (·) (+) denotes the pseudoinverse of (·).
The Divide and Conquer LDA begins by dividing the dimensionality reduced dataset Y into two subsets, Y 1 and Y 2 where each of the datasets contain half of the dimensionality reduced samples in Y and is processed by the two Divide LDA modules in parallel. The outputs from the two modules are fused in the Conquer LDA module. The pseudocode for Div-ConLDA can be described as shown in Algorithm 2. Fig. 6 shows the decomposition modules for Div-ConLDA. As shown in Fig. 6 , one difference between Div-ConLDA and Div-ConPCA is that the former has a Conquer Class stage which uses the class matrix information. The Divide and Conquer LDA begins by dividing the dimensionality reduced dataset Y into two subsets, Y 1 and Y 2 where each of the datasets contain half of the dimensionality reduced samples in Y and is processed by the two Divide LDA modules in parallel. The outputs from the two modules are fused in the Conquer LDA module. The pseudocode for Div-ConLDA can be described as shown in Algorithm 2. Fig. 6 shows the decomposition modules for Div-ConLDA. As shown in Fig. 6 , one difference between Div-ConLDA and Div-ConPCA is that the former has a Conquer Class stage which uses the class matrix information.
D. COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY
Traditional approaches to compute the PCA and LDA require a SVD to be performed on the full data matrix. The SVD has a computational cost of 14mn 2 flops [25] . The proposed Divide and Conquer PCA-LDA replaces the SVD with cheaper QR decompositions which can be computed in parallel. As shown in Fig. 4 for the Div-ConPCA, and Fig. 6 for the Div-ConLDA, the computational processes require three QR decompositions to be performed for each Div-ConPCA or Div-ConLDA. The computational cost for each QR decomposition is reduced to 4m(n/2) 2 − 4/3(n/2) 3 . The cost for a QR decomposition for a matrix of size m × n is given by 4mn 2 − (4/3)n 3 flops using the householder method [28] .
It is important to note that the QR operations on the data blocks are independent and can be performed in parallel for the Divide opoperations for both Div-ConPCA and Div-ConLDA. The Conquer operations require the intermediate outputs from the Divide operations. The Divide and Conquer operations can be performed in a pipelined operation where the Divide mechanism operates on sub-block i at Algorithm 1 Div-ConPCA
Step 1. Subtract the respective sample means from the datasets to form the centered data matrices X 1 and X 2 Input: A 1 and A 2 (m × n/2 matrix).
Compute the centered data matrix,
Compute the centered data matrix, X 2 = 1 √ n (A 2 − µ). Output: X 1 and X 2 (m × n/2 matrix) .
Step 2. Do Divide PCA and solve sub-problems in parallel.
Input: X 1 and X 2 (m × n/2 matrix ).
Do in Parallel
Compute the economic QR factorization of X 1 as X i = Q i R i where Q i is an orthogonal matrix of size (m × m/2) and R i , is an upper triangular matrix of size (n/2 × n/2). End Do Output: Q 1 and Q 2 (m × n/2), R 1 and R 2 (n/2 × n/2).
Step 3. Do Conquer PCA and calculate PCA matrix φ.
Input: Q 1 and Q 2 (m × n/2), R 1 and R 2 (n/2 × n/2).
Compute Z as the matrix expression of
. Compute the economic QR factorization of Z as Z = Q z R z , where Q z is an orthogonal matrix of size and (m × n/2) is an upper triangular matrix of size (m × n/2) and R z is an upper triangular matrix of size (n/2 × n/2). Construct the matrix Rpca from the sub-matrices as
PCA as R T PCA = U V T and retain the g largest principal components to form matrix V g . Compute the PCA transform φ as φ = Q 1 V g . Compute the dimensionality reduced dataset as
time t, and the Conquer mechanism operates on sub-block i one time unit later, i.e. at time t + 1. Another point to note is that each QR operation in the Div-ConPCA or Div-ConLDA can be itself divided into 3 QR decompositions operating on halved data block and then recombined. This recursive dividing of QR operations can be performed for several configurations based on the number of computational processing units available. The divided blocks can be computed in parallel and the intermediate results can be recombined at a later time unit. Table 3 shows the computational costs for various DivConPCA-LDA configurations where Configuration 1 corresponds to the cascade process as shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the computations for each QR operation can be further divided as required. For example, the level 1 configuration requires a computation of three (m × n/2) QR operations. Each (m × n/2) QR computation can be further divided into three (m × n/4) computations. Thus, the architecture becomes Algorithm 2 Div-ConLDA
Step 1. Do Divide LDA and solve sub-problems in parallel.
Input: Y 1 and Y 2 (g × n/2 matrix ).
Compute the economic QR factorization of Y i as
where Q i is an orthogonal matrix of size (g × n/2) and R i is an upper triangular matrix of size (n/2 × n/2). End Do Output: Q 1 and Q 2 (g × n/2), R 1 and R 2 (n/2 × n/2).
Step 2. Do Conquer LDA and calculate objective matrix G.
Input: Q 1 and Q 2 (g × n/2), R 1 and R 2 (n/2 × n/2).
Compute Z as the matrix expression of very suitable for a server farm implementation containing a large number of multiple smaller computational units where the divided block size can be selected to be small enough to fit into the memory of each computational unit. Another point to note is that the Div-ConPCA requires the SVD to be computed for the R PCA matrix. However, the size of this matrix is only dependent on the number of samples (n) and is not dependent on the number of features (m). For multimedia Big data when m n, this computational cost would be significantly reduced. 
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section gives some comparisons for the classification performance of the cascade of Div-ConPCA and DivConLDA versus other traditional techniques which do not have the divide and conquer approach using three real-world datasets typically used for research in emotion and sentiment modeling and recognition. They are the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database [29] which is a visual emotion recognition database, the eNTERFACE'05 [30] which is an audio-visual emotion recognition database, and a big video dataset collected from YouTube [33] . The experiments used the recognition rate as the key performance indicator (KPI) for the emotion and sentiment use cases. The recognition rates were calculated based on the classification accuracy (number of correctly classified instances divided by total number of instances).
A. EXAMPLE 1 -JAFFE DATASET
The JAFFE database contains 213 images of seven facial expressions (the six basic facial expressions -angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and one neutral expression) from ten individuals. Fig. 7 shows some sample facial expression images from the database. Samples were randomly selected from the ten individuals using a 1:1 ratio for the training and testing datasets. The images for the six basic facial expressions were used and the neutral images were omitted from the experiments. The images were cropped using the Viola-Jones facial detector technique [31] and resampled to 64×64 sub-images. The classifier used the nearest-neighbor classifier and the Euclidean distance was used as the metric. Performance comparisons were made for the cascade DivConPCA-LDA with the traditional PCA and PCA + LDA (Fisherface) methods [32] . Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the recognition rates which were obtained for the various algorithms. For the JAFFE database, the Div-ConPCA-LDA gave a recognition rate of 63% compared with 47% and 60% for PCA and PCA + LDA respectively. We performed further experiments on Div-ConPCA-LDA to investigate the linear independence conditions for Configurations 2 and 3 as shown in Table 1 (shown in Fig. 8 as Div-ConPCA-LDA-Cfg2 and Div-ConPCA-LDA-Cfg3 respectively). Fig. 8 shows that the same recognition rates were obtained for the different configurations. Inspection of the reconstructed matrices using various dividing configurations showed an exact reconstruction as for the full eigenvector decompositions to confirm the formulation as discussed in Section III.
B. EXAMPLE 2 -eNTERFACE'05 MULTIMODAL DATASET
The eNTERFACE'05 is an audio-visual emotion database containing video samples from 43 individuals which also expresses the six basic emotions (happy, angry, disgust, sad, surprise and fear). The video samples were split into visual samples containing facial expressions and audio samples containing speech utterances. Samples were randomly selected from ten individuals using a 3:1 ratio for the training and testing datasets. The audio samples were pre-processed to extract the salient features as described in [16] . The visual samples were cropped using a facial detector and resampled to 64 × 64 sub-images. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the recognition rates which were obtained for the various algorithms. For the eNTERFACE database, the Div-ConPCA-LDA gave a recognition rate of 66% compared to 42% for PCA and 65% for PCA + LDA (the Fisherface technique) for the visual modality respectively. Using a fusion technique [16] to combine the visual and audio modalities, the Div-ConPCA-LDA gave an improved recognition rate of 74%.
C. EXAMPLE 3 -PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON BIG VIDEO DATASET FROM YOUTUBE
For a final experiment, we applied the Div-ConPCA-LDA techniques on a big dataset for sentiment modeling harvested from the web consisting of real-world videos from YouTube [33] of over 50,000 frames and performed simulations on a multicore machine architecture. The dataset contains videos of people collected from the social media website YouTube which were manually annotated with three sentiment labels (negative, neutral, or positive). Each video frame is 360×480 pixels and the length varies from 2 to 5 minutes. For the experiments, each video frame was separately extracted and labeled with the sentiment. Fig. 10 shows some samples from the YouTube sentiment modeling video dataset. Table 4 shows a comparison of the recognition rates which were obtained for four different classifiers (SVM, k-NN, classification tree, and boosted tree) and the performance comparisons (execution time in seconds) on multicore architecture implementations. The SVM gave a recognition rate of 76.9% compared to the other classifiers for the sentiment modeling. For the performance comparisons, we used an Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.6GHz with a total of 4 cores and 16 GB RAM. Table 4 shows that a speedup of about 2.6 times was obtained with the 4-core architecture compared to the 1-core architecture. If higher computational power is available (e.g. GPU architectures), the proposed technique can also be scaled to take advantage of the large number of computational elements available on GPUs.
VI. CONCLUSION
Emotion and sentiment modeling focusing on business analytics for customer retention and product marketing enhancements are important tools to improve business productivity and reduce costs. This paper has presented the challenges of emotion and sentiment modeling for unstructured Big data beginning with a review on emotion and sentiment modeling using single and multiple modalities and following on with a new architecture of emotion and sentiment modeling to process and analyze the unstructured Big data with multimodalities. The architecture is capable to identify different data sources and arrange the data blocks based on its respective modalities for a divide and conquer computational strategy. The paper has also proposed the Div-ConPCA-LDA to illustrate the divide and conquer approach for the feature extraction. These techniques are computationally efficient and suitable for unstructured Big data analytics. The cascade of Div-ConPCA-LDA has shown that the eigenvector decompositions using SVD for traditional implementations can be replaced using the cheaper QR decompositions. Furthermore, the approach allows the QR decompositions to be recursively divided into smaller sub-matrices for parallel computation and then recombined to achieve the exact reconstruction as for the full eigenvector decompositions. The divide and conquer approach allows the designer to select from different dividing configurations to fit the number of parallel computational units available in the computational architecture, and the data block size can be selected to be small enough to fit into the memory of each computational unit. Experiments on real-world datasets and performance comparisons on a multicore machine architecture have validated the theoretical formulations. A final note is that the paper is not targeted on achieving high performance for classification. However, the performance obtained was comparable with other wellknown methods (e.g. Fisherface) which do not use the divide and conquer approach. Future work will apply the techniques towards increasingly larger emotion and sentiment datasets as the datasets become available for implementation on high performance computing platforms and GPU clusters.
